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My God, we Tested Positive 
 
It was a sunny day and everything seemed to be O.K. A tenant tested  positive where 
we live, and Keith’s employer asked that Keith get tested. I also got tested the same day 
with Keith. 
 
Keith was not alarmed, but I sure was. He said. “Lots of people are getting over it, and 
nobody was really in bad shape.” After our worrisome wait, the tester came out to the 
car. I was standing next to a cement pole; she said. “Unfortunately you are positive.”  
 
Mine was a rapid test (immediate results) as Keith had to wait a day or two for results. 
This was our second test, as people at the house (tenants) were positive several 
months earlier, but we were negative then. 
 
I was really shook up and couldn’t stop yelling in the car. Keith calmed me down, and he 
had to let his employer know what was happening. Keith’s test was positive one day 
later. 
 
Keith’s employer had a 14 day period for those with covid to “stay at home” and not 
come to work. Our official quarantine began at home, where we lived. 
 
Earlier, (by several months) we put up a good fight. As one tenant in the building tested 
positive, we did everything in our power to avoid the house. We wore our masks 24/7, 
used hand sanitizer, slept in the car, went to hotels, everything we could do to avoid the 
virus. This is a real war we fought, of life and death. Kevin. 
 
 
 
 
QUARANTINE 
 
We started to count the days: DAY ONE, DAY TWO, DAY THREE, not really having 
any symptoms. I (Kevin) started drinking large amounts of grape juice, cranberry juice 
and apple cider,as a way to dilute the system; paralleling a FLU fight. 
 
Keith and I were on the usual supplements (Vitamins B12, C, D, E, Magnesium, Zinc, 
Green Tea capsules,etc.). We just battled the virus, in the normal ways a person fights 
any old infection. 
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We were eating very healthy and expensive as well. We did a lot of shrimp dinners, 
carry outs and solid protein and vegetables. We were not  eating junk food. I (Kevin) 
before Covid was a vegetarian-pescatarian (fish) for 2 years. Keith also followed this 
trend 6 months before Covid. We were in excellent health and took daily walks together, 
during quarantine. Kevin 
 
 
 
The Peanut Anatomy Poem 
 
Inside the peanut shell 
Lived two peanuts 
That nested side by side 
 
There was the big scary peanut 
Because it was larger and aggressive 
And there was the smaller passive baby peanut 
 
They were as twins 
But one peaceful 
The other loud 
 
But they were best friends 
And though they fought like cats and dogs 
They were as family and loved each other 
 
Big scary peanut fell and hurt itself 
Baby peanut was a caregiver for big peanut 
 
When the snowstorm came 
They hid in their shell until spring 
(by Keith Rogers) 
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Boris the Singing Elephant 
 
Boris the singing elephant was a minstrel 
Sang his songs from town to town 
But he was an eyesore and they accepted him 
As a clown. 
 
Oh poor Boris the crowds threw tomatoes 
And potatoes and eggs at him 
Shunning him as a modern day leper. 
 
But he could hit all the high notes 
Even as a baritone. 
The pickers and players were jealous of him 
And God gave him a crown. 
 
So one day in the central park 
All the people gathered ‘round. 
Boris gave his last concert- 
With a trumpet sound. 
 
An original like Zappa, Muddy and Reba 
All tied into one. 
But the zoo hunters wanted ivory 
And hides to buy drinks, silk and women. 
They rushed in as lions. 
 
Poor Boris was shot fast with an elephant gun. 
He took his last breath 
Praying and looked towards the sun. 
The evil man won. 
But his day of judgment will come. 
 
All that remained was a melody in the wind. 
And a poor boy with a Sony recorded him 
The last song that left Boris’s tongue 
Was “The Old Rugged Cross” 
That the people shunned. (by Keith Rogers) 
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Fun During Quarantine 
 
Ordering take out food and relaxing was the highlight of Covid Quarantine. We were not 
developing symptoms and everything seemed fine. 
 
Keith and I would go for short walks, and felt pretty good; just like we never had any 
illness at all. We practiced safe sanitation during quarantine and did not expose others 
to covid. The entire house was under quarantine. 
 
Now Keith was on a walker due to a long-standing injury, and he worked like that for 2 
years. He was doing pretty good as I coached him through the “home style rehab.” He 
was getting better, moving from walker to cane, and I bought him a University of British 
Columbia cap and tee shirt. 
 
He loved the gift so much, he cried like a baby and also said, “It’s beautiful.” During the 
year before getting Covid, we cherished our “twin relationship” very much. We 
discussed that, “We could lose each other,” and we were becoming closer as twin 
brothers.  
 
Music, poetry and art; we kind of focused on that a lot. As gospel musicians we were 
getting ready to go on a church tour and play on local stages. We made a “pact” that 
when we got over Covid, that we were gonna’ run this ministry like no other. Guitars and 
harmonicas were common during quarantine and listening to local sermons on the 
Internet. 
 
We promised each other if “anything goes wrong” we would meet in Heaven. Kevin 
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Guide me to the Steeple (church hymn # 4) 
 
Mister could you Guide Me To The Steeple 
It’s where I belong 
‘Cause I am a sinner 
And I’ve done wrong 
 
Sister could you Guide Me To The Steeple 
I’m looking for a song 
To change this heart 
Oh let the devil be gone 
 
And I want to gaze at stained glass 
Hear the choir laugh 
Hear a southern gospel melody 
I want to praise out loud 
Raise my hands in a joyful way 
 
And I want to scream and shout 
Amen hallelujah 
With a faithful mouth 
To serve my King 
Lord I am home for good 
 
Brother could you Guide Me To The Steeple 
‘Cause I’ve been called it’s my day 
And my path is good 
The Lord is good 
And now I pray… 
 
Lord Please Guide Me To The Steeple 
I want to be born again 
Want to do right 
And be led to Heaven again 
 
Dear Mother Please Guide Me To The Steeple 
Where I’ll change for good 
He’ll take your worried heart 
And save your son 
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And I’ll go on working 
For his kingdom 
Give up my selfish things 
And live by his will 
Not my foolish ways 
 
And I’ll be led in glory 
For the Lord I shall praise 
He came to save sinners 
To give us better days 
Guide Me To The Steeple 
(by Keith Rogers) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Starting to get SCARY 
 
After about ten days, I had no symptoms but a dry cough. Taking Benadryl, I did fine 
including some cough syrup; originally battling the condition like the FLU. 
 
Keith had the same thing, but later developed low fevers for several days (always at 3 
AM). I served as “Nurse” and comforted him with ice bags and cold drinks. The fevers 
always came down in about an hour. Then we both went to sleep and didn’t worry that 
much. 
 
Our coughs became louder like “bronchitis.” However when we consulted the 
emergency room they said to come in if we had above 102 degrees fevers. Nobody said 
we were in danger. The coughs went away,  
 
Keith had rapid breathing when he slept and some loud moaning. Kevin 
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TENANTS WERE UNCOOPERATIVE 
 
We lived in a place where several men would not wear masks (as ordered by public 
health department and the landlord); tough guys, they were also coughing pretty bad 
and refused to cover their mouths. We stayed very far away from them, but believed we 
were infected in the common areas of the house (bathrooms, kitchen, common areas). 
Our family doctor from years ago said, “If you move you will  probably be exposed to it 
at the new place also.”  
 
Several months earlier, it was reported that a tenant had a fever, and others were 
coughing. Keith and I “fought for our lives” and did everything to not become infected. 
We wore masks 24/7, used hand sanitizer, slept in the car, went to hotels, etc. We did 
not want to become infected with this disease. 
 
Since Keith was on a walker, I decided to do all the shopping; however I experienced 
panic attacks many times in the grocery stores. Sometimes, when the customers were 
crowding me, I just left all the groceries in the cart and walked out. The people were 
rude and bitter and did not maintain a social distance of six feet. Kevin 
 
 
 
 
 
The Hell of Covid 
 
People wearing masks 
Tough guys calling other men “Sissies” 
People on ventilators 
Nobody chose this 
But they get blamed 
Defamed 
 
I’m a vegan 
I don’t eat meat 
You don’t take supplements 
People exercising in the streets 
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Competition 
For life 
A man cheated on his wife 
No pain 
No gain 
Drunks are insane 
Covid to blame 
Lost your virginity  
In the rain 
 
Ambulance, IV poles 
High pressure oxygen 
And PTSD  
Quit watching TV 
Get under the blanket 
This is not entertainment 
 
It is HELL 
And everyone needs HELP 
(by Kevin Rogers) 
 
 
 
Let God Conquer my Soul (Church Hymn # 1) 
 
Oh praise Him let Him in 
And let God conquer my soul 
With wings of angels 
Let us sing 
With open hearts and minds 
 
Oh praise Him let Him in 
Once a cold heart is now 
Warm again 
Let God conquer my soul 
Let God conquer my soul 
 
Let Him in 
Let Him rule 
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Let us sing 
Let His spirit flow 
Let God conquer my soul 
 
And He may own me 
He shall save me 
The Lord I serve so well 
 
And He may rule me 
I will obey thee 
The Lord I love so well 
 
Let God conquer my soul 
Let God conquer my soul 
 
And he can own my heart 
Use it till it stops 
Cause it’ll be up on top 
Of Heaven’s window 
 
And let His spirit mend 
The sins I don’t defend 
I want to be born again 
Child like in his sight 
 
Let God conquer my soul 
Let God conquer my soul 
(by Keith Rogers) 
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My Darling is Gone 
 
Darling your high chair is empty 
Where have you gone? 
Momma Peanut is just tired and yawning– 
A new life is just spawning 
 
I knew your baby toes and fingers 
We shared the red wagon Darling 
Evil Knieval on bicycles 
Throwing eggs as children 
 
 
We were college roommates 
Always staying up late Darling 
Sadness and loneliness  
Living far away from 
Momma Peanut 
 
But music, writing and art 
Always instilled a fresh start 
Darling we wrote 100 books together 
I hope that feeling lasts forever 
 
My Darling is gone 
A million tears in 6 months 
Placed on the ventilator 
But you got to God’s escalator 
To Heaven my Darling 
 
I saw your white tennis shoes 
Cried, I cried– 
Inside the hospital bag  
Once upon a time…. 
You walked gently and kindly 
Upon the face of the earth 
 
We told each other 
Just like Mother 
If anything goes wrong  
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Will meet you in Heaven   
(by Kevin Rogers) 
 
 
 
 
Boris the Finch 
 
Through a child’s eyes 
But a grown man 
You took a liking to Boris 
That obese yellow finch 
At the nursing home 
When visiting mother 
 
We loved that depressed bird 
Eating bird seed 24/7 
He was big 
Covered in yellow feathers 
 
And you liked the sparrows 
So intrigued by nature 
I saw them today 
With fat bellies (you liked them) & 
Praying up to the stars 
I took your spot 
On the outdoor deck 
Praying to our God 
What the heck 
I miss Boris too 
Me and You 
(by Kevin Rogers) 
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The Oximeter 
 
I cannot express how scary the whole process was, I was overwhelmed, I took my 
oxygen levels from my finger tip, sometimes 25 times a day; after being diagnosed with 
covid pneumonia. Just waitng for my air to get low.Kevin 
 
 
There is no Help 
 
During our quarantine was like being helpless; we learned to help ourselves. Driving up 
to the house was a living hell. Those tenants could care less about us or their own lives. 
Some are drunks that “give a shit about nothing” and refuse to give 6 foot distance to 
others, or wear a mask. They live to eat and survive, just existing. Kevin 
 
 
Early Pandemic 
 
News had spread from state to state, covid was across the nation now. Customers got 
funny looks when wearing masks; store employees had no masks yet– then everybody 
stood in lines and ordered masks online. “Keith, they are wearing masks in the stores,” I 
said. Kevin 
 
 
Friction Between People & Death 
It was getting bad, security guards being shot for enforcing mask mandates. Kevin 
 
 
Denial Everywhere 
College student covid parties, blaming senior citizens for “carrying the virus,” people 
thinking the virus is a scam, nobody taking responsibility in infection control in their 
dwelling. Kevin 
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Sad Country Songs 
 
Lord them Sad Country Songs meant the best to me 
And it was in my youth that Love came to me 
And I saw cars, houses but not reality 
‘Cause in my dying hour and in my dying breath 
Them Sad Country Songs were meant to be 
 
Now Lord I’m getting close to St. Peter 
And I can hear Moses on the Hill 
And Lord the angels are at the foot of Jesus 
Oh what a thrill, and I can hear Ol’ Hank 
His voice at the rustic well 
Them Sad Country Songs were my jukebox Heaven 
What a story to tell 
Now I put a quarter in the slot when I was seventeen 
Rode a big ol Steer met a Texas queen 
But the liquor and tequila made a worm out of me 
Was jailed for my sins 
 
But them sad Country Songs kept me alive 
Through the death of mamma and the loss- 
Of my four-wheel-drive 
Lord I ain’t ever seen a John Deere 
‘Till I won the rodeo star 
Them sad Country Songs were my grand cheer 
 (by Keith Rogers) 
 
 
On Oxygen 
 
Things were going O.K. and my brother was on oxygen and steroids. The doctors at the 
hospital said this was the only treatment available. I received a week of steroids myself 
from the outpatient clinic. 
 
I talked to the doctors, they said he was doing well; my brother said he was O.K. 
 
Keith was high in spirits,  and they said he was the most cheerful and optimistic patient 
on the covid floor. He was doing “average” the first nine days, he was “holding his own” 
they reported. Kevin 
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Fear of Running out of Oxygen 
When the Pandemic began, my brother and I discussed that we could lose each other. 
We saw the news, doctors and nurses were dying; it doesn’t matter who you are or what 
you do. Everyone is susceptible to the virus. 
 
I had constant fears of running out of oxygen. When will it happen? Will it be hard to 
breathe? I’m scared, I am frightened; constantly worried. My brother is in the covid unit 
and I also have covid pneumonia in my lungs. Kevin 
 
 
 
Socializing and the Community 
During this peak in March of 2021, it was pretty bad; statistics of everyone coming down 
with covid was  a reality. Many businesses were still closed and the covid vaccination 
was just reaching our age group. The vaccine was offered to us the day we tested 
positive. It was just bad timing. 
 
There was a burst of covid at several large businesses; some closed down for two 
weeks. They had plastic up, thermometer checks at various points, everyone was 
wearing masks. It was hard to socialize like in the past. Many people avoided the 
shopping centers. Extremely long lines existed at coffee shops and fast food outlets. 
Kevin 
 
 
 
God I Know you are Here 
 
Horses in Heaven 
Muscular  
Chariots of fire 
People on their knees 
With hands raised 
 
Peppermint winds 
Golden shores of youth 
Sunny days last forever with  
Blissful fruit trees 
Never gray but colorful 
I just saw mother 
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Jesus on a camel’s back 
Like in Egypt 
God I know you are here 
No more tears 
(by Kevin Rogers) 
 
 
 
 
I Know There is a Caring God 
 
Dear God 
I know you care 
It has been difficult 
Although through the many sunsets 
You brought me Keith, my darling twin 
 
We were born together 
And hoped we would be together 
Forever 
But I know YOU will reunite US 
Just as you  
Promised in the Good Book 
 
I know you are a Caring God 
You saved us from alcohol and drugs 
When we were young adults 
You provided direction 
You provided peace 
You provided hope 
You provided protection 
We still LOVE YOU… 
Thank You 
(by Kevin Rogers) 
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Blue Snow 
 
Blue Snow Blue Snow 
Baby meet me in the blue snow 
And we’ll warm up with a flask of gin 
Tumble down the mountains 
To the life of sin 
Blue snow 
 
And I need you like- 
The flower needs the rain 
This freaky obsession gives me pain 
Blue snow 
Blue snow 
How did you know 
 
And it’s sweet as honey 
Hearts break like chillin’ glass 
Meet you at the overpass 
Blue snow 
Blue snow 
Blue snow 
Oh I need you like the sun 
But the bad moon is rising again 
Feel the cold from your morbid lips 
And this addiction 
Is a mean bad trip 
Blue snow 
(by Keith Rogers) 
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Memories of Twin Childhood 
 
Big Peanut was beautiful 
Often trying to be the strong one 
But Baby Peanut was always wrong-- 
Big brother was better at the songs 
 
Taking a nap, in the same bed sometimes 
Wrapped together  
Warm peanuts in their shell 
Momma Peanut came up with rhymes 
It always worked out fine 
 
Taking up kindness for animals 
Fish, birds and turtles 
But daddy was drunk sometimes 
Before daddy got well 
Momma Peanut was on sleeping pills 
 
We were wild as children 
Often unsupervised 
Running on rooftops 
But daddy went away to pay the bills 
So grandma came over 
To stay 
And she did it her way 
 
But as young adults 
God came to the rescue and 
He said, “I love you.” 
So things got better 
And dad got sober 
Sometimes life 
Turns out different than expected 
A newer life is erected 
(By Kevin Rogers) 
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Thermometers & Ice Packs at 3 AM 
 
Keith battled low grade fevers for about 4 days, after day 10 of quarantine. It was 
always at 3 AM and Keith called an emergency room nurse for advice. She said not to 
come in unless it was beyond 102 degrees Fahrenheit. His readings were 99.9 F to 101 
F and we used ice bags on his chest and upper body. It only took about 30 minutes for 
the temperature to go down but was very upsetting. At this point I had no fever. Kevin 
 
 
 
A Quiet Residence 
 
Other people living at this “Rooming House” style residence were also in quarantine 
during this time. Families of the quarantined residents would bring them groceries, and 
pizza delivery was common here. The delivery man would leave the pizza box on the 
steps and run to his car. Kevin 
 
 
 
Taking Short Walks 
 
Respecting the other tenants (there were none on our floor), Keith and I would make 
sure the coast was clear and swiftly move to the car. We cherished our daily walks at 
two different locations.  
 
As being patrons of our beautiful public library for 20 years, we often did a short walk 
around the grounds. In addition, we walked at a newly asphalted parking lot at an 
elementary school. Keith loved this school because he went to college for “English” 
teaching. However, he went into music instead and gave private lessons and was 
always authoring a book or publishing songs. 
 
The walks cleared our heads and we felt pretty good. Kevin 
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Friday Night & I Miss You Darling 
 
It has been over 6 months since you went to Heaven and I love you Darling. It has been 
difficult, but you know I joined the new church we talked about in quarantine. You told 
me about it and we planned on going together, when “We got well.” 
Usually on a Friday night I would treat for pizza, after Keith got off work. He loved his 
job at the plastics manufacturing plant. I worked there a couple times myself, but was a 
less permanent fixture. Keith was there for almost 3 years, we both started as 
temporary staffing together. Kevin 
 
 
 
 
Keith’s Love for Birds 
 
Keith loved the birds. While my mom was in a nursing home, we enjoyed watching the 
birds inside the terrarium. Keith was especially fond of “Boris,” the obese yellow finch. 
Boris was a female however, and she lost one of her young. Boris got depressed and 
spent many hours resting on top of a food container. Eating was what Boris did; she 
was getting bigger and bigger. 
 
Keith and I always made comments about the Canadian geese and the 
sparrows.Sometimes we would feed the seagulls french fries, and about 75 gulls 
competed for a handful of fries. Kevin 
 
 
 
 
Uncompleted Projects 
As a songwriter, Keith purchased a new guitar and keyboard for our ministry. The boxes 
remain unopened in the closet; I just have not dealt with these items yet. I have 
completed a song album for him (us), and continue to carry out the projects he never 
finished. He is living through me, his twin brother. Kevin 
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I Will Never Forget the Hands That I Held 
 
Darling handsome, loving, beautiful twin brother 
I held your hands when you were gone– 
I kind of became your mother 
I kissed you one and a half times 
Through a mask, my dear loving brother 
 
I held both of your hands and they were warm and soft 
You went to Heaven about an hour ago 
I knew we would meet again 
So I didn’t stay long  
A minute seemed like forever 
 
You told me in quarantine, that “If I die… 
God told me, that I will know you are there” 
So darling, you knew i was there 
Your hair was ruffled like a duck 
I knew your familiar face 
And liked your short but longer hair 
 
I will never forget the hands that I held 
The ones that held the guitar 
The ones that wrote poetry and  
Did all the art work 
And we often held hands in the car 
Like children after pizza 
Laughing hysterically by far 
 
You were my half, and I was your half 
But remember Darling 
We shall meet again in Heaven 
I know you worry about me 
But I am doing the best I can 
Everyone misses you darling 
 
I am continuing life just as it was 
I put your walker on the asphalt walking track 
I say, “Come on Boy” and feel your  
Presence behind me 
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You are there Darling 
Even if I cannot see you Darling 
 
I have been publishing your songs 
All over the Internet 
And writing a couple books... 
We are still together on these projects 
I know you will take a look 
In Heaven, way above the earth 
I know you can see me Darling 
I need to know more of 
Your spiritual birth 
I saw an angel fly by the other night 
Outside on the deck 
A chubby angel was in sight 
 
I will never forget the hands that I held 
In the misery of the ICU 
I felt out of place 
In a scary place 
But I know they tried to help you 
 
I felt right at home though Darling 
When I saw your beautiful hair 
And your loving face 
Your wrinkled eyes closed 
 
Like a swept up mouse 
And your mouth open 
Like the time we joked 
That someday one of us 
Would be gone… 
Contributing to a very very 
Sad song 
(Love You) 
(By Kevin Rogers) 
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Bible College for the Twins 
 
Not Holy Rollers 
But christian rock-n-rollers 
But Bible scholars 
 
Each twin a good resume 
No time for play 
Reading scripture 
And painting pictures 
(By Kevin Rogers) 
 
 
 
 
Apple Orchards of Youth 
 
Our dad used to take us to the apple orchards 
Of youth 
There were crayfish in the pond 
Always in a hurry my dad 
His drinking made us sad 
 
But a hearty sack 
Of Delicious Red apples 
Like a feast when grandma 
Baked the pies 
It was a love attack 
 
Hearty enough for black bears 
Or children 
And tractors with gears 
Any machinery 
Lined the apple orchard 
Barnyards 
With better years 
 
Broken down lies 
My dad had lots of tears 
But people can change 
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He quit drinking 
And his soul is 
No longer in the rain 
 
Apple orchards of youth 
Get the kids in the car 
Apple cider and donuts 
A meal so good 
Enough for the astronauts 
(by Kevin Rogers) 
 
 
 
 
We Have God my Brother Declared 
 
It was scary, hard times in America and globally. The Pandemic took away jobs, 
incomes, livelihoods, people died, even infants and toddlers. Crime, negative thinking, 
hatred,  all increased during the Pandemic. 
 
But Keith said, “We have God,” during our quarantine. Keith was a Bible College 
student, social worker student, part-time music minister and author. He also worked full 
time. He had much faith and was a kind and gentle person. He put his trust in God, the 
best that he could do during the Pandemic. Kevin 
 
 
 
 
Fresh Fish at the Market 
 
Scaly and hungry looking fish 
From an old movie 
Hanging and smoked from the ceiling 
In a European setting 
People watching people 
 
Drinking wine from outdoor tables 
Fresh fish at the market 
Big ones from the boat 
With scales and fish oils 
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With mouths open 
 
Like they gasped for air 
And the taste of them is ecstasy 
Good food 
And herring sauce 
A shrimp and lobster day 
Like we just got off the boat 
(by Kevin Rogers) 
 
 
 
 
Tent City A.D. 7005 
 
People without shoes 
Praying in tongues 
A mud puddle shouted 
The cattle carts are coming 
The cattle carts are coming 
To take away the strays 
You gotta’ have identification 
Or they put you in the  
Disease station 
People with no immunity 
From the mosquito wars 
Trying to find a piece of meat 
It's so hard after the great wars 
Radiation risks and heart beats 
Nobody has a job 
You fight to stay awake here 
Tent city can be dangerous here 
You stick to yourself here 
Just stick to yourself 
The radiation counts are up again 
People sucking down iodine salts 
People on the street corners 
Selling crystal radio diode sets 
Nobody owns a computer 
They were confiscated 
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You take what you can get 
A block of cheese is dropped at 
Vine and Main 
The aggressors take it first 
The others beg for ointment and gauze 
The heat waves are burning again at 4 AM 
Don’t be stupid 
Get off the streets by dusk 
Pretend you are blind & deaf 
Its the only way out 
(by Kevin Rogers) 
 
 
 
Shortages of Staple Goods 
 
We went in for Vitamins C, D, and other antioxidants; the vitamin aisles were empty. We 
went to three stores to find aspirin. Toilet paper, milk, eggs, canned soup and crackers 
are all gone. There are signs up: take only 3 items. Kevin 
 
 
 
Restaurants Have Closed 
 
Many restaurants closed their dining rooms, the Mall shut down for a while. Things are 
getting scary around here. Kevin 
 
 
 
Doctors Offices With Strict Guidelines 
 
Man, you can’t even get an appointment. Dentists, Optometrists, Veterinarians, and 
other health care places with signs up, “No appointments.” Kevin 
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What will Happen? 
 
The churches have closed down with Internet services instead; schools are on 
lockdown. Repeated warnings and suggestions as the community “shelters in place.” 
The public health departments and officials are giving updates. Kevin 
 
Just an Old Guitar 
 
Just an old guitar hanging in the pawn shop window 
Who would know she would take it so far? 
Spent all her pennies and nickels from her piggy glass jar 
And she went rockin’ 
 
Gathered up her high school girls the pretty ones 
Grabbed a bass, some keys, and the drums 
They changed their hair they changed their nails 
Got black boots the zippered ones 
 
Just an old guitar crankin’ Johnny B Good 
Like a superstar 
And the make up got thick 
They walked like a slinky with guitar strings 
 
Just an old guitar they changed their names 
Played so hot like burning flames 
And the town went wild when they came to sing 
Idol worship, MTV and popular themes 
 
Gathered up their egos to rehearse some things 
Got on a plane for the world to sing 
Jumped the gun in Russia and Spain 
Twenty-five grammys and a wedding ring 
 
Just an old guitar 
Joan Jett, Suzi Quatro, Joplin and Middler 
Dream to rock like Sonny and Cher 
The crowd went wild with ice cold beer 
(by Keith Rogers) 
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Praying to the Night Sky & God 
 
Keith would go out on the deck and pray (a ritual he had, before covid). He would say, 
“I’m praying to the stars,” he meant he was just praying to God; or meditating. After he 
was gone, I took over his prayer spot. It is very beautiful, the stars and the quiet. This is 
one of my most personal and favorite things I do during grieving (and forever). Kevin 
 
 
 
 
Our Favorite Foods 
 
Keith and I like everything. I became a pescatarian 2 years ago (vegetarian adding fish) 
and Keith followed. But during covid I went off the diet and ate a lot of chicken. I studied 
the Monks, and some of them were vegetarians. When they got sick, they ate beef and 
to my understanding has B12 and other nutrients. It helps the blood and fights infection. 
 
We like pizza, our favorite “eat in the car meal,” and junk food. Some of the oriental stuff 
is good like the buffet; shrimp dinners are one of our favorites. When Keith got done 
with work, I made him some grilled cheese sandwiches with pickles added. He ate a lot 
of meals I cooked, but they were not fancy. He would let me know if he liked it. I used to 
make a dollar pizza shine, and added a can of tuna on top. Kevin 
 
 
 
 
We are Just Regular People 
 
Keith always boasted that he was a “Blue collar worker,” and just went to work. He 
actually enjoyed doing cleaning, retail jobs and plastics manufacturing. I was the same 
way. Even though we went to college and earned many degrees, we have our hearts 
imbedded in the “Working man.” We started working at age 15 together, at Burger Chef. 
Yes, riding bicycles to work… and we both bought our own first cars on those wages. 
Kevin 
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Animals Were Always With Us 
 
When we were growing up, we had everything (fish, turtles, hermit crabs, lizards and 
sea monkeys). We did grow up with about 30 cats and mother had a run down “Cat 
barn.” 
I worked as a volunteer with 2 animal adoption agencies for about 12 years, including 
some paid kennel work. This included animal welfare activism and 500 petitions. Keith 
never got into animal welfare, but loved amateur “Birding.” Our favorite song is Silent 
Night by Alvin and the Chipmunks. During quarantine, we listened to the chipmunks 
often.  
 
I earned 2 veterinary assistant diplomas and medicated hundreds of cats, but I didn’t 
like putting the animals in pain. Later, I became a dog bather and assistant groomer. 
This was actually a hobby and very very rewarding. I didn’t truly enjoy the medical 
aspect of working with animals. During a job interview at an animal hospital, they said I 
would have to, “Put the animals to sleep.” I immediately ended the interview and walked 
out the door. My future veterinary career ended on that day. Keith never volunteered at 
the shelter, but always sat in the car or on the park bench and watched me walk the 
dogs. Kevin 
 
 
 
The Worst Hell of my Life: Losing my Twin Brother 
 
People don’t understand, covid was never a game. My brother and I were on a 
vaccination schedule, then immediately our landlord said tenants are positive. We had 
to rush down to the pharmacy to get tested, as Keith’s job and regulations there needed 
quick answers. It was too late, we both tested positive. We contracted the illness from 
where we lived. We did everything to not get it. We wore masks 24/7, went to doctor 
appointments, used sanitizers, slept in the car, went to motels, there was no way out. 
 
My brother did not deserve to die like this; nobody deserved this. I had no symptoms on 
a physical, and doctors said I was fine. When I asked for a chest X-Ray they were 
confused, they said I was O.K. 
 
Then I got the chest X-Ray and they said, “Don’t leave,” as I had covid pneumonia in my 
lungs. They put me on steroids. On my clinic discharge sheet, antibiotics were marked 
out. I went to another doctor that prescribed me an antibiotic. At this point Keith was in 
the hospital on oxygen, steroids and antibiotics. Kevin 
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Selfishness of People During covid 
 
Most people would agree that times were hard during the pandemic. There was 
sickness, death, loss of jobs, uncertainty and shock. During shopping I saw 3 rolls of 
toilet paper left on the shelf. Meeting the rolls at the same time (3 rolls quantity is the 
limit) with another customer, the man grabbed the rolls with anger. He gave me a dirty 
look and bolted away. Even though signs said, “6 feet social distance,” customers 
violated the rules and acted defiant.  
 
The media was full of stories about retailers enforcing customer mask rules; sadly, 
some of the security guards and front-line workers were shot to death. Story after story 
revealed customers fighting over goods, personal space and safety. Kevin 
 
 
 
Loss of Income & Unemployment Insurance 
 
Even though I lost 2 jobs due to retail closures and re-opening, I was very grateful I 
received unemployment benefits. I was able to purchase health insurance and go back 
to school (preparing for an uncertain future). I took bookkeeping & paralegal coursework 
through a community college and career institute.  
 
My brother also went back to school during the pandemic, he took social work classes 
and ministry courses through a Bible college. We were planning new careers we could 
do (even part-time) for the retirement years. Keith still had his full-time job as everyone 
was invited back to work, after a temporary shut-down. Kevin 
 
 
 
Store Closings & Empty Buildings 
 
After the mall was closed for about a month, everyone was putting up plastic sheeting 
and sneeze guards following public health regulations. Even the nice friendly coffee 
shop closed down, empty buildings and abandoned storefronts was the new, “Normal.” 
Kevin 
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I Will Meet You in Heaven 
 
Upon cherishing each other, we talked about if the worst could happen. I told my brother 
we would see each other in Heaven, and he said, “That’s beautiful.” Kevin 
 
 
Missing my Brother 
 
I miss you Darling. Kevin 
 
 
Our Twin Names 
 
Keith is Darling & Kevin is Dumpling. Kevin. 
 
 
 
 
You Told me to be Strong, be a MAN 
 
In the hospital, my brother and I communicated first by phone then later by text 
message. He was on high pressure oxygen approaching 10 days in the hospital. 
Texting was easier than talking and he sent a few messages per day. I did call the 
nurse’s station everyday for updates. Keith said, “Be strong, be a man.”  
 
He made sure I knew about his life insurance policy and money that his employer 
downloaded to his credit cards. I was paying “Our bills,” and he was always worried 
about the rent and car payment. We were roommates our entire lives. We were 62 
years old during the pandemic. Most people didn’t believe our ages, as we looked no 
older than 40 years old. Kevin 
 
 
 
The Hard Part 
 
Nobody would take my brother after he passed away; funeral homes and body donation 
institutions were against covid. It was very nerve wracking during this time period. 
Finally by luck, my brother went to the same place my mother went to. It was very 
emotionally painful. I sent him flowers, and told the staff to, “Put them close to my 
brother” (ashes). Kevin 
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Day by Day Struggle 
 
No matter what disease, injury or tragedy, for many has been a daily struggle. I have 
done covid counseling, church counseling and I am also a counselor. I just graduated 
with a doctorate degree in Christian / Biblical Counseling. I hope to help others soon. 
 
It is the emptiness, the questioning, “What If?” We did the best we could, I don’t think 
much more could have been done. Kevin 
 
 
 
 
Leave a Legacy 
 
No matter if you are religious or not– please leave a legacy. I have volunteered in many 
agencies and it is great to be a “helper” no matter what you do. The children need 
guidance & male / female role models & mentors. The next generation depends on us, 
getting all children off to a good start (health, education, social goals). Kevin 
 
 
 
 
Magic Mouse 
 
Outside the house is a magic mouse 
I know he is from Heaven 
Keith & I love Alvin and the Chipmunks 
Silent Night, our favorite song 
 
Outside the house is a chipmunk 
Squeaky and quick 
Seeking nuts & seeds 
A wonderful nature monk 
 
Outside is a magic mouse 
I know he is from Heaven 
Keith & I love Alvin and the chipmunks 
Silent Night, our favorite song 
 
Outside is a magic mouse 
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I know he loves Keith & Kevin 
He is an angel-mouse from Heaven 
And when it’s my turn to die 
The Heavenly mouse 
Will carry me to the sky 
 
Upon golden shores and ocean-to-ocean 
The beauty and final curtain 
Is to reunite with darling twin brother 
My dad & mother & grandmother 
All because of hope & strength 
From outside resides... 
Is the magical mouse 
(by Kevin Rogers) 
 
 
 
 
 
One Million Lifetimes 
 
Darling I will wait 
Like a dog for his master 
It will be beautiful 
To see you again 
For a million lifetimes 
 
The peppermint winds of Heaven 
Will refresh our lungs 
And we will sing songs 
Of trees, chipmunks and love 
 
I will pull you in the wagon Darling 
For I am forever your baby peanut 
And you are my loving big peanut 
I kissed you when you died 
God said you knew that Darling 
 
Holding hands as children 
We will watch the sun set 
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And pizza is our favorite food 
Cherubs will soar above 
& Heaven is filled with love 
 
Whenever I am afraid 
I remember you told me 
To lay on my side 
& not be afraid 
It’s only anxiety Darling 
 
I miss you Darling 
You have a lot to tell me 
I am your baby peanut 
& you are my big peanut 
Waiting like a dog 
For its master 
I wish life would go faster 
We shall see a million lifetimes 
(by Kevin Rogers) 
 
 
 
 
 
Terror of Hospitals, Doctors & Death 
 
They say all this Christian stuff about you won’t be afraid to die. It is scary to be put in 
the hospital and go on a ventilator without a family present. It is easy for those without 
these struggles to pretend everything is O.K. and “You will get over it.”  
 
Bullshit, life is hard and scary sometimes with a God or no God. There is so much 
denial with the covid virus present. Children have died, couples have died; entire 
families have lost their lives. 
 
Those at the Pandemic beginning, without masks or personal protective equipment 
died, trying to help us (doctors, nurses, police officers, grocery store workers & 
cashiers, etc.). 
 
I have developed fear of going to the doctor, fear of hospitals and death. People can 
pretend to be strong, but this is a form of denial. We have to face our fears. It is really a 
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battle right now for a lot of people in covid recovery (loss of loved ones, loss of 
employment, loss of faith, loss of hope). I have attended covid counseling and even 
graduated recently with a doctorate degree in Christian Counseling myself. Kevin 
 
 
 
It Helps to Get With People 
 
Meeting a friend for coffee or on the cell phone; it is important to voice your fears and 
concerns. Don’t be afraid to be honest because the other person has problems as well. 
Just walking through a supermarket or talking to a coffee server at the drive-thru, is an 
important step in “Getting on with life.” Kevin 
 
 
 
Memorial Tree 
 
Beautiful tree 
Outside the factory 
You were planted 
For a Heavenly reason 
You are there in 
The perfect season 
 
My brother smiles 
From Heaven 
Because his brother 
Kevin 
Often visits 
The Memorial Tree 
Very beautiful and lovely 
(by Kevin Rogers) 
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The Beautiful Love (my  Brother) that GOD Gave Me 
 

1. A loving friend 
2. He worked harder when I was on crutches 
3. He helped me get medical insurance 
4. When I was afraid he told me it was just anxiety 
5. He would hold my hand if I was crying 
6. He told me I smiled like an elephant 
7. He got me a job at Burger Chef (our first jobs) 
8. He got me a job at the plastics manufacturing plant 
9. He loved me a lot 
10. He told me, “I am your mother,” and helped me 
11. We both published 100 books together on Amazon Kindle 
12. We were musicians together 
13. He loved the baseball cap & college shirt I bought him 
14. Our entire lives, just a few feet apart from each other 
15. We took walks together 
16. I was jealous when he almost got married 
17. He told me I was beautiful 
18. “You are my mouse darling,” he said 
19. He believed he was the stronger twin 
20. He thought I suffered a lot when I was unemployed 
21. Keith was happy when I offered to pay for auto insurance 
22. We shared the car 
23. We went everywhere together 
24. He liked my cooked meals 
25. He copied things I did 
26. We agreed we would meet in Heaven 

(by Kevin Rogers) 
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To Meet You in Heaven 
 
Darling, don’t wait up for me– 
I will get there as soon as I can 
I will see your smiling face and 
Beautiful eyes Darling 
You are half me 
I am half you 
We make One 
My carcass is your carcass 
We used to joke 
We were elephants 
And we trumpeted often for fun 
The golden shores are a mystery 
But when I look at the stars 
Know there is a God 
And real things up there 
Where you are Darling 
Where you are Darling 
Is where I will be 
With you 
Together, forever 
With Mother & Father 
(by Kevin Rogers) 
 
 
 
 
Things my Brother Accomplished on Earth 
 

1. Had loving twin brother 
2. They helped each other 
3. Keith did a song with (famous keyboard player) 
4. Keith did a song with (famous Gospel group) 
5. He earned a Bachelor’s degree in Biblical Studies / English  
6. Earned Doctor of Philosophy degree in Religion 
7. Earned a community college certificate in Gerontology 
8. Was going to school for Social Work & Ministry  
9. Was a great artist & poet & songwriter 
10. Liked pizza & egg rolls 
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11. Liked cola & candy bars at work 
12. He loved to work 
13. Keith received perfect attendance & quality work award 
14. Was ordained minister & Certified Pastoral Counselor 
15. Was proud of automobile and taking care of household things 
16. Enjoyed credit cards, made him feel good about working 
17. Was a hockey player during his youth (goaltender) 
18. Both played on same hockey teams 
19. Had a loving relationship with Bonnie Moore for 11 years 
20. They were engaged for a while, she passed away 
21. Helped my mother every Saturday with poems & songwriting 
22. He did a lot: author, songwriter, publisher of songs 

(by Kevin Rogers) 
 
 
 
 
I Love my Twin 
 
Darling twin 
I see you up in Heaven 
When I look at 
The night sky 
You used to pray 
In that spot 
I spend much time 
In that 
Same spot 
And and angel 
Chubby cherub 
Just flew right by 
Into the night sky 
After I asked to 
Drop a meteorite 
Into the back yard 
When I asked Him 
If you were alright 
Sometimes I get 
Afraid at night 
But you comfort me darling 
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Like you used to 
I love my twin 
(by Kevin Rogers) 
 
 
 
I Know What He Would Say… 
 
I got a text on April 11, 2021 on Sunday AM 
LUU U (for Luv U) 
While he lay in the ICU bed 
The little clam shell phone against his head 
 
I immediately called ICU 
Nobody called me 
And You were on the ventilator 
Darling I know it is scary 
 
But you wanted to live 
And from my heart I give 
Every ounce of love 
Back & forth 
A forever waterfall of love 
That will never stop 
Heaven’s raindrops 
 
I knew you were afraid 
And you told the nurse “To tell my brother” 
And I know you told me Darling 
Through our telepathy & my intuition… 
“Let Sheryl know what is happening” 
“Let my job know what is going on” 
“This is scary I could die” 
“If anything goes wrong I will meet you in Heaven” 
“I can’t believe this is happening, it is Hell” 
“I don’t want all this, just want to go home” 
The nurse must have said, “I am right here” 
Angels were there helping darling 
The Bible says angels are helping you 
(by Kevin Rogers) 
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Angel in the Bedroom 
 
I heard something 
Oh, just an angel 
Right after I had a dream of you 
Oh just an angel 
Or was it you? 
Taking turns being you 
Then being an angel 
Not sure but peaceful 
Sweet & quiet 
Yes peaceful 
I knew it was you 
I knew it was you 
(by Kevin Rogers) 
 
 
 
Still Walking With You 
 
Still walking 
Taking walks at the school 
Parking lot 
Beautiful 
You always wanted to be 
A teacher 
And the school resembles our 
Old community college 
Blue skies on certain days 
With birds  
And the cold day with snow 
I still put your walker 
On the asphalt darling 
With the yellow tennis balls 
I helped give you strength 
You cried when I bought 
That college tee shirt & cap 
You loved it so much 
You texted me that in 
Your hospital bed you 
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Were wearing your “sporty outfit” 
I helped you get off the walker 
You were proud walking around the house 
Without the walker 
A cane, you were doing so good! 
I remember we went to the chiropractor  
Together darling 
Beautiful 
But it was too rough, we needed 
Something more tame 
So we went on our way 
And I still feel your presence 
Walking with me 
Walking with me 
(by Kevin Rogers) 
 
 
 
 
Recording Studio 
 
It’s the same has not changed 
Brent is doing O.K. 
I hear, we hear 
Your voice in my voice 
Your mannerisms are 
My mannerisms 
Your feet are my feet 
They remind me of you 
 
The recording studio 
It’s the same 
Has not changed 
Brent carries in your ashes 
On the couch inside the studio 
You are there with us darling 
 
The music is exciting 
For a Saturday session 
You used to get excited on 
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Thursday night 
“Only 2 more days” 
You would declare 
The Recording Studio 
God’s gift darling 
(by Kevin Rogers) 
 
 
 
 
Pandemic Getting Worse 
 
I get scared sometimes, first wave, second wave, third & fourth waves. Now we have 
variants: Original covid, Delta & Omicron, or something. When will it stop? We have 
ICUs full, hospitals full, covid testing centers full, urgent care maximized. Kevin 
 
 
 
 
I met a Citizen 
 
I met a regular citizen with a regular life. This person lost 2 family members in the first 
wave of covid. We shared stories. We shared something. Kevin 
 
 
 
 
Bad Customer Service 
 

1. No workers, closed for the day. 
2. Got a cheeseburger but no cheese. 
3. Got a hamburger with no meat. 
4. Received hot water instead of coffee. 
5. 20 cars in line at the drive-thru pharmacy. 
6. Waiting in long retail lines with one register open. 
7. People walking out. 
8. Whole thing bullshit. 
9. Start over, next day. 

Kevin 
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Heaven is Real 
 
Christian this 
Christian that 
Everybody is afraid to die 
Nobody talks of Heaven 
Until they lose somebody 
Kevin 
 
 
 
 
Success in Quarantine 
 

1. I got accepted to Law School, but doing Paralegal instead 
2. I graduated with an Accounting Certificate 
3. Keith graduated with a Gerontology Certificate 
4. Keith got a doctorate degree from a Bible College 
5. Keith collaborated with world-known musicians in Nashville 
6. We both were vegetarian-pescararians (fish) 
7. We were healthy & fit 
8. We were doing O.K. 
9. We cherished our twin relationship 
10. We watched our favorite local pastor on the Internet 
11. I finally received my unemployment benefits 
12. Keith got a new guitar & keyboard for our music ministry 

Kevin 
 
 

 
 
I Cry Every day 
 
I cry every day, for what has happened; they carted away my twin brother. It has been a 
tragedy, it is a hard concept to control (covid). Kevin 
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Starting Over 
 
I graduated with an accounting / bookkeeping certificate & working on a Paralegal 
Diploma. I need more of a quiet job in an office setting– due to Arthritis. I started going 
back to school when the Pandemic began. 
 
I lost 2 jobs, so I needed to do something different. In addition, just got done with a 
doctorate degree in Christian Counseling & working towards a Master Life Coach 
Certification. I hope to work 3 part time jobs from home, eventually. Kevin 
 
 
 
My Magic Mouse Where are You? 
 
Dear Chipmunk(s) 
I have not seen you around, you must be in your dwelling. It snowed a while ago, so you 
probably hid below ground level. Well it reached 50 degrees recently, and I hope to see 
you soon– have some treats for you guys. Kevin 
 
 
 
We Shared a Love for Mice, Chipmunks, Birds & Squirrels 
 
My brother & I share a deep love for our “outside pets.” Sparrows were Keith’s favorite 
as he liked their fat bellies. We also get into the chipmunks, squirrels, mice & other 
birds. We also have taken an interest in the gulls & geese. Kevin 
 
 
 
Covid Getting Worse 
 
Very scary, as the news has reported hospitals filled to the max, breakthrough infections 
and death rates. I wish it was over, I will wear my mask for a long time. Kevin 
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My Twin Brother Demonstrated Love 
 
Years ago, we went through some hard economic times. I was on crutches for two 
years and did not work. Keith had the burden of paying all the bills; he knew it wasn’t 
forever. He was a hard worker, took pride in every penny he made. 
 
We always had a car, but for a couple months we didn’t have one. It wasn’t that difficult, 
there is a bus system and also a “van service” so Keith could get to work. At one point 
he bought a bicycle and helmet– and even picked up hours at a fast food outlet. 
 
I did the same thing later, picked up some hours at a burger stand. When life comes at 
you, one has to “Be strong, and be a man,” Keith had said (also from his hospital bed). 
 
Keith was always proud of his work history and never the kind to sit around. Again, 
during some tough economic challenges; Keith and I worked as janitors cleaning the 
mall. His boss really liked him, as Keith’s “Work Ethic,” really shined. Keith  also 
received numerous awards at the manufacturing plant, for perfect attendance & quality 
in work. 
 
Keith and I described ourselves as “Blue Collar Workers,” and even with numerous 
college degrees & certificates, WORK always demanded our priority and responsibility. 
Someone has to pay the bills. Kevin 
 
 
 
 
Eviction & 8 Weeks Sleeping in the Car (5 Years Ago) 
 
One of the “Easiest tragedies,” we faced was sleeping in the car for 8 weeks. Due to the 
economic challenges over a six-month period, we were evicted from a Retirement 
Community (55+). This was several years before the Pandemic. 
 
Now it was homelessness, but a controlled form. We had jobs & money, just could not 
find an immediate occupancy anywhere. After repeated rejections from fancy housing 
complexes, we began to seek out private owners. 
 
It was summer, so “Camping Out” in the Jimmy was pretty easy in my opinion. Every 
Friday on payday, we would go to a $100 per night motel. At Keith’s job we could take 
showers and were not like people on the street. Yes, it was humiliating at times– most 
due to our damaged credit histories.  
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We went through eviction court and everything. Later, we found private owners that took 
us in immediately. We had cash & jobs. College educated and with doctorate degrees, 
living as temporary hobos.  
 
I was sleeping in the back of the Jimmy, and my brother reached over and kissed me on 
the forehead, “I LOVE YOU,” he declared. My dad was a traveling salesman, and often 
slept in his car during short overnight trips. So we modeled dad, and believed we could 
make it through the storm; and we WON. Kevin 
 
 
 
 
Hang in There 
 
My brother used to say, “Hanging in there,” 
And from the hospital 
Many text messages said “Hanging in,” 
Yes it is a world 
Where we try & and hang in there 
 
Too much crime & violence– 
People watching the news as 
Entertainment 
 
We need to just 
“Hang in there” 
Kevin. 
 
 
 
 
PANDEMIC / EPIDEMIC / SICK 
God has promised a day when 
There will be no more suffering 
No more sickness 
No more worry… 
Kevin. 
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Jesus Bus Station 
 
Rain coming down 
Downtown 
Rain coming down 
Jesus Bus Station 
Jesus Bus Station 
Stepping off the bus I found you 
Transparent & clean 
Holy Holy are You 
Jesus Bus Station 
 
Transparent & clean 
I found You 
Holy Holy are You 
I wiped the bedbugs  
Off my skin 
This is where true love begins 
Jesus Bus Station 
Jesus Bus Station 
 
A thirteen year old girl 
Depressed and suicidal 
Traffickers got ahold of her 
And she’s got nowhere to go man 
Nowhere to go, la la la 
La la la 
 
The steam is coming off the sewer caps 
The steam is coming off the sewer caps of West L.A. 
And nobody gives a shit at 3AM 
Nobody gives a shit at 3AM 
 
Human beings suffering in the street 
And the bread lines getting longer man 
And nobody gives a shit at 3AM 
Nobody gives a shit at 3AM 
Jesus Bus Station 
Jesus Bus Station 
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Jesus he’s a Savior 
He’ll save your soul 
He’s my heart’s desire 
Jesus Bus Station 
Jesus Bus Station 
 
Clean & sober 
Threw my porn in the fire 
Jesus Bus Station 
Jesus Bus Station 
He’s my heart’s desire 
 
Pain, Pain  
Throw it down the drain 
Pain, Pain down the drain 
Throw my pain down the train 
Jesus Bus Station 
Jesus Bus Station 
 
I’m not gambling and staying out late 
I’m not hanging around the whores 
I’ve got the Lampstands Seven 
Upon my plate 
Jesus Bus Station 
The Heavenly gate 
Jesus Bus Station 
La la la, la la la 
 
Jesus You’re my heart’s desire 
And you washed me clean in the dandelion rain 
You washed me clean in the dandelion rain 
Jesus Bus Station 
Jesus Bus Station 
La la la, la la la 
 
A thirteen year old girl 
Depressed and suicidal 
Traffickers got ahold of her 
And she’s got nowhere to go 
Nowhere to go man 
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Getting off the bus I found You 
Transparent & clean 
Holy Holy are you 
I wiped the bedbugs off my skin 
And this is where true love begins 
True love begins 
Jesus Bus Station 
Jesus Bus Station 
Holy Nation, Holy Nation 
Sanctification, Justification, Salvation 
Jesus Bus Station; redemption 
 
The steam is coming off the sewer caps 
We’re talking about West L.A. 
And nobody gives a shit at 3AM 
Nobody gives a shit at 3AM 
Jesus Bus Station 
Jesus Bus Station 
 
This is where true love begins man 
Jesus Bus Station 
Jesus Bus Station 
I’m not gambling 
I’m Not staying out late 
I’m not a whore anymore 
Just a regular bore 
Jesus Bus Station 
Jesus Bus Station 
 
He washed me clean in the dandelion rain 
Washed me clean in the dandelion rain 
Jesus Bus Station 
Jesus Bus Station, my salvation 
(by Kevin Rogers) 
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Heaven’s Golden Shores 
 
I see it in my mind’s eye 
Ocean to ocean 
Beautiful 
We will meet 
As children 
In a lukewarm rain 
The last time I 
Held your warm hands 
In the scary ICU 
 
You were already gone 
A sad sad song 
I cry every day 
Until I greet the day 
On Heaven’s Golden Shores 
 
It will be beautiful 
And you loved pizza 
And the heat burned your tongue 
I told you not to worry 
Of foolish things 
 
You don’t stink 
You had so many hang-ups 
Like me 
And you guarded your underwear 
Worried about stupid things 
 
I will greet you dear twin brother 
And will be there  
With mother & father 
On Heaven’s Golden Shores 
 
I know there are flavor trees 
Of apricot, fancy sugar cane 
Polka dot bees and striped fish 
We get to meet 
The animals on Noah’s Ark 
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And have a vegan supper dish 
(by Kevin Rogers) 
 
 
 
 
I Get Scared Sometimes 
 
Keith, sometimes I get scared 
I cannot find you because 
You are not here 
But you are here 
I see your spirit through 
Translucent memories 
As if you just walked by 
And I want to cry 
 
Keith, sometimes I get scared 
And want to talk to you 
When I am afraid 
You would say it 
Is only anxiety 
I feel like I will die 
 
And in the night  
I look up at the same night 
Sky 
You used to pray to 
I took your spot 
And wonder 
How you are 
Darling twin brother 
(by Kevin Rogers) 
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The World is in Bad Shape 
 
Anybody that reads the news will see how bad the world is right now. 
We all need to come together as a planet and help one another. 
Kevin. 
 
 
 
Telepathic Messages From the ICU 
 
Keith texted me several times from the ICU. After living with him for almost 63 years, 
I already know what he wanted to tell me… beyond the text messages: 
 

● “Let them know at my job (Human Resources what is happening.”) 
● “Don’t lose the car, use my credit card.” 
● “I’m scared, I could die in here.” 
● “I love you.” 
● “If I die, there is a chunk of life insurance, be strong, be a man.” 
● “This has been hell, I can’t wait to get well.” 
● “This can happen to anyone.” 
● “I am stuck in here for now.” 
● “I do O.K. for a while, my air is O.K.”  

Kevin. 
 
 
 
Have Been Going to Church 
 
Just like we talked about, I have been going to the church we talked about in 
quarantine. I know you used to listen to the Pastor’s music. He has the online sermons, 
the Pastor that plays rock-n-roll Christian with the long hair. Kevin. 
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Off my Healthy Diet Since Covid 
 
Yes, I went off my diet Keith. We were doing good for a long time as Pescatarians 
(vegetarians with fish). I gained a bunch of weight & eventually going back; the fast food 
and all that costs too much anyways. Kevin. 
 
 
 
Lots of Projects Going On. 
 
As you know, I am working on a Bible Correspondence School for our Ministry & 
finishing a Life Coach Certification. I did complete our album (online) & the children’s 
album. The children’s songs were from your poetry site; thanks Darling. 
 
I signed up for more Bible courses and finished a Bookkeeping course, and am also 
trying to finish my Paralegal diploma as fast as I can. 
 
I have to start getting it together & start “Working” again; hope to find something I went 
to school for or just get jobs like in the past. The money is getting lower, but not at a bad 
point. Kevin. 
 
 
 
 
Seeking Comfort / Running Away 
 
After covid’s cruel grip, I tried “Running Away,” by seeking comfort; but not physically, 
more of fantasy and thoughts. Become like Hugh Hefner; maybe I could find 100 single 
women, or go to a casino (I have never been to one). I read that people after a tragedy 
will seek comfort through relationships or new adventures; just trying to change their 
mental environment (escapism). Kevin. 
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A Poem for Momma Peanut 
 
Drifting like a Philodendron leaf 
Along murky waters 
We are all attached to the vine 
A cactus sings Hallelujah 
Salty tears are no more 
 
Bare feet along a cool seashore 
Imprinting eternity  
Into God’s cement 
Seagulls take an innocent glimpse 
Of youth that has faded 
Tired beaks scratching the sea shells 
 
But we see the condensation 
Of Grandma’s teapot 
Along the window pain 
Some were lost in Vietnam 
The turkey feels alone and depressed 
Even he wanted a piece 
Of the night life 
 
But the angels bring light 
Into the setting sun 
As earthworms tremble 
Under the most Holy of Holy 
Straining each blade of grass 
 
A purpose to bring a festival of green 
Rebirthing into the Monarch’s pupa 
Sidewalk cracks push forth 
A crevice of ants 
 
One is carrying its brother 
By its mighty jaws 
Into an ant graveyard 
That God has instituted 
But this is the most complete plan 
Have you seen this miracle? 
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And mother sets the pies on the window 
But Pit Bulls don’t want trouble 
They stoned the Labrador 
A dog named Sandy– 
When we were children 
 
Legos the red plastic stinks 
Green Gumby and Slinky 
Schwinn Orange Crate 
Memories of love, pain & hate 
The riots of Detroit in 1967 
 
And through the waterfalls and haze 
American flags hesitated 
God reached out to Brother Sun 
& Sister Moon 
Pardoning every mistake man has made 
Applying a sweet ointment  
 
And the large ghetto sunflowers 
Gazed into a child’s eyes 
Returning nothing but oils and 
Blemishes, wanting to 
Please say something 
Please 
 
And the whole night sky talks 
When you want it to talk 
Alone so alone 
Is when God moves about the throne 
There is no wrong or right 
But the apples fall 
And the crickets 
Are embarrassed sometimes 
 
And the cycle 
Of man 
Goes around a whirlwind  
And everyone is silent 
Until an angel opens up 
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The only piece of love that is left 
And she smiles 
 
Cinderella, mansions of diamonds 
Dance God, show us your Glory 
Rip open the sky and reveal the 
Majesty that is running our heartbeats 
Please be gentle 
We are in need of You Lord 
Now let the Philodendron 
Connect us once again 
To the Messiah’s door 
(by Kevin Rogers) 
 
 
 
 
My Mother 
 
Typing  
All she does is type 
A legal secretary 
Days going blurry 
 
She raised thirty cats 
Calico, short-hairs 
The tiger striped ones 
 
A poet in the newspaper 
“The Invisible Hand” 
Never giving her name 
A strange mystery 
 
Sometimes she drank wine 
She felt fine 
But decided to quit 
To get closer to Jesus 
 
She was a hard worker 
Taking on Granny’s work ethics 
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Had a husband 
A fat guy for a while 
But he joked around 
And liked to smile 
 
Mother was faithful 
To the children 
Once helped the 
Twins  
Paying for college classes 
Lending her word processor 
And her sons would use it 
On weeknights & Saturday 
And music they would play 
Guitars, drums, harmonicas 
All night and day 
 
Mother loved to cook 
Potatoes and cheese 
Salmon patties 
The wonderful aroma 
In the kitchen 
 
Father was off to work 
A lifetime salesman 
Trophies, awards and real estate 
Lost it all with 
Repeated recessions 
Hard life & learned lessons 
(by Kevin Rogers) 
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Comfort in the Baptist Church 
 
Way up north was an old-fashioned Baptist church 
Like you were in a Norman Rockwell painting 
A ninety-one year old Pastor 
Partially blind but taught in the Holy Spirit 
 
My brother introduced me to Jesus 
A comfort when life was scary 
When the unknown surrounded us 
Like during covid pandemic 
But the Lord was faithful to us 
 
Comfort in the Baptist church 
Way up north in 
A quiet college town that 
Was hidden from the world 
Only squirrels and geese  
Could yawn long enough 
For people to forget about life 
For a short while 
 
The tulips of yellow glowed 
As the ninety-one year old Pastor 
Held his hands up 
In the sanctuary 
Thank You Jesus 
Thank You Jesus 
 
And I saw a man up in the clouds 
An angel waving at me 
Yes the Holy Spirit 
Makes you see things 
You never wanted to see 
Convicted of sin 
This is where I begin 
(by Kevin Rogers 
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Jesus Mountain High 
 
Now He came from the mountains 
The earth so far below 
No tear drops in his eyes 
Without the winter snow 
 
The taste of bluegrass music 
Upon golden streets 
A crystal diamond rainbow 
 
Corn stalks a mile high 
Tractors made of purple garnet 
An angel blinked 
Eternal youth will not die 
 
Jesus Mountain High 
Jesus Mountain High 
I found you in the sky 
I’m coming home tonight 
Jesus is totally Outasite 
 
I taste bluegrass music 
Upon opal-amethyst rainbows 
The apple orchards exponential 
Even tulips like lemon drops 
A forever candy store 
Watermelons so big 
They’re gonna burst 
 
Footsteps on summer grass 
Youth you’ll never know 
Cause’ Heaven’s a summer dream 
The earth so far below 
 
Now He came from the mountains 
The earth so far below 
No tear drops in His eyes 
Without the winter snow  
(by Kevin Rogers) 
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After Nine Months Still Difficult 
 
It is still difficult after nine months. I belong to a twinless organization & they know a lot 
about the close and intimate bond of the womb-mate bond (utero bond). Even today’s 
grief counselors are not well trained in it; thus make snap judgments and inappropriate 
suggestions on how to address twinship loss. Kevin. 
 
 
 
Keep Life the Same as Before Covid 
 
The “expert” of the twin organization believes that in twin loss, one shall do it as before; 
keep everything the same & attack problems as a “team.” The twin relies upon his twin’s 
decision-making and intuition of what the deceased twin would normally do. Just keep it 
the same. Kevin. 
 
 
 
My Brother’s Strengths Help Me Today 
 

● Keith’s work ethic was very good: never miss a day of work, punctual & always 
on time. 

● He won awards & compliments in his striving for excellence & perfect 
attendance. 

● He was kind & gentle, did not want trouble. 
● Keith helped me as an older brother, Mother & Father; he was 8 minutes older. 
● He was very practical, saved his pennies for a rainy day & for any emergency. 
● He was too proud to ask for help (financial, life problems) so I had to take the 

lead on life’s problems; although he was supportive. 
● Keith did things that were practical and that made sense; could differentiate 

between what was important & of lesser importance. Kevin. 
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Pigeons & Doves 
 
Dear Loving Brother, 
Last night (2:30 AM) I watched a beautiful show all about the secret lives of Pigeons. I 
know how you loved Boris the finch at mother’s nursing home. Pigeons & Doves are a 
lot like you darling, they are symbols of peace and love; engulfed with tenderness. 
Kevin. 
 
 
 
More of Our Favorite Foods 
 

● Pizza, veggie style, stuffed crust (eat in the car) 
● Fish sandwiches, canned sardines, shrimp 
● Oriental: eggrolls, buffet, orange chicken 
● Fast-food through drive through windows 
● Grilled cheese (I made them) with dill pickles & sharp cheese 
● Frozen cheese pizzas with a can of tuna on top (I made them) 
● Cup-o-soup, the famous noodle ones 
● Coffee (drive thru) at well-known coffee shops & tea 
● Tacos once in a while (drive thru) 
● Chocolate 

 
During the Pandemic, we ate more fast foods & quick foods; avoiding the household 
common areas & socializing with tenants. In addition, I had “more money” for expensive 
foods,” due to unemployment insurance (that fed well, for a season). Kevin. 
 
 
 
Staying Connected to Nature 
Keith always said the animals are our “Brothers & Sisters” in a joking way. I saw a baby 
mouse outside today, as the sun was setting. I put some bread & popcorn out for the 
squirrels and the mouse found the popcorn. 
 
I was an Animal Chaplain for 10 years and followed the work of St. Francis of Assisi. I 
also had a Noah’s Ark Pet Ministry, where I took shelter dogs into retirement facilities for 
2 Years. I used to visit my brother’s job at the retirement community (with dogs). 
 
I get into the “Prayer Sky” at night, with its Heavenly stars & moon. Kevin. 
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Prayer for Covid Recovery 
 
Heavenly Father, 
We need you now, in this moment. Many people have lost loved ones (millions have 
perished), loss of employment, loss of direction, loss of hope & logical decision making; 
many are giving up & depressed. 
 
Please guide us on a new direction of FAITH, dear Jesus. Help heal the wounds of 
covid disease, help the infrastructure & economy LORD. Lead us to PEACE, that we 
may overcome the evil one, negativity & loss of hope. Please offer us your LIGHT & 
DIRECTION (John 8:12), show us what we need to do, in troubling times. 
 
Please help us become friends with our neighbors that may be suffering in silence. 
Please pray for those in the hospital on oxygen and afraid. Guide the health care 
workers, doctors & nurses & all personnel that come into contact with the covid virus. 
Give them peace & rest, give them HOPE. 
 
Thank You LORD JESUS. Kevin 
 
 
 
 
A Reflection of Hope 
 
I see how it used to be, a little different than now. Children laughing and holding ice 
cream cones under a blue and Heavenly sky. Dogs wagging their tails, hoping for a 
hearty supper. Young people going to college, a full “steam ahead” workforce and those 
with dreams, pursuing them. 
 
I see a runner, on the side of the road, healthy, simple & free. People with small worries 
but manageable… things are looking up in this world. 
 
I see cheerfulness and playfulness in the elderly, an intergenerational mechanism 
holding together the “family.” People connected to home, church & community. I see a 
full steam ahead of society, people are working for a healthy future. Kevin 
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Heaven is Beautiful I Know 
 
Most people don’t need a formal seminary degree to know about Heaven. It is a place of 
LOVE, PEACE & JOY. There are angels and colorful things, a paradise of beauty. Corn 
stalks a mile high, orange groves that go for miles, birds sing sweetly from the trees. 
 
You don’t need money or a car on the streets of gold; everything is provided by God. It 
is breathtaking with hills and valleys, a care-free life almost a vacation. Fish swim in 
colorful rivers, turtles cross the road, happy dogs wag their tails. 
 
Music can be heard everywhere, people strum guitars & harps, trumpets signal for 
authority. People are relaxing, never in a hurry, a lady bug smiles at a grasshopper. 
 
There is no need for competition and racing against the clock–  time is not like on earth. 
You don’t have to worry about the future, it is all taken care of; just relax and soak up 
the sun. They say you don’t need a sun or moon in Heaven. That’s O.K. who cares? 
Kevin 
 
 
 
Keith at College 
 
At a college way up north, where the snow falls deep 
Far into the future I knew I could weep 
Sitting inside book lanes of the library 
High chairs, mother’s biscuits & the tooth fairy 
 
Keith so intelligent, written poetic assignments 
Car getting older needing a wheel alignment 
Take life now easy, one day at a time 
You will be fine, a pocket of pennies, nickels & dimes 
 
Don’t be late to English, your interesting major 
Cell phones were new, get rid of pagers 
Keith never stayed up late 
At a college way up north where the snow falls deep 
(by Kevin Rogers) 
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Vicksburg 
 
A little town where Keith worked 
And I worked there too– 
The same manufacturer 
Robots have their own personality 
I had arthritis I could not stand long 
Keith was on a walker for 2 years 
But came in on a cane 
 
It was his pride 
Making plastic parts 
Even helping the children 
The hospital plastic parts 
Did over 5,000 parts, from the heart 
Like feeding of 5,000 by Jesus 
 
His back hurt, but he fought a war 
Helping us together 
An open door 
We had a running car 
And I helped to pay the bills 
He waited all week  
To play his guitar 
(by Kevin Rogers)  
 
 
 
 
STUDIO Saturday 
 
The excitement in his blue cherries 
Eyes of moving forward so wonderfully 
The recording studio 
We go twice a year 
Scraping the money up 
Or using tax refunds 
 
Kevin on harmonica 
Keith on guitar 
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Lead or rhythm he doesn’t care 
Brent the sound engineer 
Keith played in a band 
The Blue Tears  
Long ago years 
 
Getting prepared Wednesday night 
Cannot wait till Friday night 
Only a few more hours 
Like a plane flight 
Just a half hour down the highway 
Through the forests of left and right 
Another small town, but no potato blight 
And the coffee is poured 
 
Song sheets a million of them 
No rehearsals 
No reversals 
Songs by Keith all 
Originals 
 
The excitement of making a recording 
No more reel to reel 
All computerized digital 
Really sounds professional 
We took several people there 
Even women with long hair 
 
The MP3s sent to Nashville 
Just for fun 
Like being young in the sun 
(by Kevin Rogers) 
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Nature is God 
 
Ravens and sparrows 
Scraping beaks and 
Wearing a feather suit 
Seeking seeds, nuts & fruit 
White dove and a cardinal 
Brought me messages from Heaven 
 
And it's a parking lot 
Quiet Tuesday 
People more relaxed today 
As I eat a meal in the car 
Watching the squirrels 
Watching the birds 
Wondering 
Worrying 
Manipulating 
(by Kevin Rogers) 
 
 
 
 
Snowed in for 2 Days 
 
Schools closed 
Snowy roads 
The children playing outdoors 
 
I will be a bum 
No shower today 
Catching up on ministry 
And Jesus 
 
Have bankruptcy to do 
Clothes need washing too 
Grab a microwave meal 
Study Bible college notes too 
 
Schools closed 
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Snowy roads 
The squirrels running outside 
Chipmunks below earth’s crust 
Getting ready for spring’s lust 
(by Kevin Rogers) 

  
 
 
 
Norman Rockwell Day 
 
Postcard day 
Northern Vermont 
Weather to stay 
No birds of prey 
Norman Rockwell Day 
(by Kevin Rogers) 
 
 
 
Rock n Roll Long Hair Church 
 
Man after scrambled eggs & bacon 
Coffee as black as coal 
Strife in my windpipe 
Covid pneumonia survived 
But my brother died 
 
Long haired Pastor 
1970s guitar man 
And piano wizard 
He too in covid’s blizzard 
Survived double time 
 
In a pentecost 
People vibrating 
Some on their knees 
Jesus nailed to a tree 
Blood and guts 
Not like on television 
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Or Heaven’s vision 
Jesus got your back 
Because the Rock n Roll Long Haired Church 
Gonna’ give every sacred soul 
A virgin Holy Spirit altar call 
At the foot of Jesus 
(by Kevin Rogers) 
 
 
 
 
Dear Twin Brother in Heaven 
 
Dear Keith: 
I fed “Boy” our squirrel out front. He is a lot like “Big Boy” the one at Pleasant Avenue. I 
threw bread out to him & he got it darling. He took it up to his perch up in the tree. His 
jaws moved fast as he ate, reminded me of you dumpling; kind & gentle, to stay out of 
trouble. 
 
I have a Zoom covid counseling session online (group counseling) tonight.  
 
I paid the car insurance, don’t worry we aren’t losing the car. I have my early retirement 
money that helps; we were gonna’ combine them darling.  
 
I am trying to keep our room clean and the new guitar & keyboard (for ministry) is safe 
in the closet. I looked at your degrees, I am doing some of the same ones you did. 
 
Pastor is doing O.K. I remember you told me to thank him for the prayers. Just be 
patient darling, I will come home as soon as I can; Love Kevin (I’m dumpling, you are 
darling). Kevin. 
 
 
 
Nature Outside 
 
Each night I look up to Heaven and you hear me say, “I Love you,” the same stars & sky 
you used to pray to. 
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There is a nice warm rabbit outside at night; it snowed over a foot and was shoveled by 
end of day. I am feeding mouse, the squirrel and a rabbit. Plus the birds get a tasty 
treat. Kevin. 
 
 
 
Another Covid Prayer 
 
Dear Heavenly Father, 
We lost over 115,000 health care workers & frontline workers, first-responders and 
many others. Please have mercy on us and help the way you know how. So many 
people blame you God, as if you don’t care. 
 
But we know you love us and it is not our responsibility to figure out the covid mess. It is 
in your hands Lord, please help us and send some angels to help us. Love you. Kevin. 
 
 
 
Jesus Coffee House 
 
There is a Jesus Coffee House in town, where you get a cup of coffee or tea.  
People hang out, some carry Bibles; others wait for open mike, to read a poem or play 
guitar. Man it's cool in here, you got Dylan harmonica, old & young mix allright, outasite. 
Kevin 
 
 
 
Muscular Horses 
 
Hey Hey Muscular Horses 
Carried my brother Keith away 
Just like the good old days 
We got a friend in Jesus 
 
Hey Hey Muscular Horses 
You been to a million gravesites 
Tell me man, about the angels 
We got a friend in Jesus 
 
CHORUS (x2)  
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I am not afraid at night 
Devil can’t win this fight 
I got the armor of God 
I got the Savior’s blood 
Washin’ over me 
Watching over me  
(end CHORUS) 
 
I am not afraid at night 
Got Baby Jesus in my sight 
And you can’t go wrong 
With this song 
Washin’ over me 
Washin’ over me 
 
Hey Hey Muscular Horses 
I know you related to Noah 
Tell me about the rainbow 
It must have been 
Scary in the flood 
Washed in His blood 
 
Hey Hey Muscular Horses 
Carried my brother Keith away 
Just like in Revelation 
Patmos Island & my true salvation 
I got the Holy Blood 
Muscular Horses in the mud 
(by Kevin Rogers) 
 
 
 
 
They Wheeled Away my Twin Brother 
 
They wheeled my brother away, it is shocking, never knew this would happen. He went 
to the hospital morgue & then to the same funeral home my mother was at. His beautiful 
body into a cremation tomb of fire, destroyed. He didn’t deserve this. Nobody does. It’s 
a nightmare I cannot escape; it has happened to millions. I wonder what it’s like to be 
dead and then in Heaven. The whole thing sickens me, I am afraid; then I get anchored 
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again to God and know he’s in Heaven. Happy then sad, happy then sad, a cycle of 
grief. 
 
 
Stages of Grief 
 

1. Denial 
2. Anger 
3. Bargaining 
4. Depression 
5. Acceptance 

 
 
Altar Vision of Heaven (2011) 
 
At an evangelical church in the community, they do altar calls. Some are the Sinner’s 
Call, Call of Salvation, Intercessory Prayer & Special Needs Prayers. Up at the front, 
there is a wooden altar where people kneel, covered in felt or cloth. Over the first year 
there, I never saw many people up at the altar. 
 
I needed to talk to God in a new light; my parents were retired & getting older. Dad was 
not in good health, he lost his eyesight and my mother took care of him. He had 
repeated falls inside the house and in public. Most of the time, he would wind up in 
emergency rooms and quickly go back home. It was hard on my mother, taking care of 
him. 
 
I really wanted to talk to God, and I wanted a relationship with Him. Was he really 
listening to me or my prayers? I decided I would go to the altar every Sunday until he 
talked to me. I know that God talks to people through visions, dreams & nature; also 
through Scripture in the Bible. 
 
There is a song by Elvin Bishop, “Fooled around and fell in Love.” I was going up to the 
altar (fool around) and wanted to fall in love (a relationship with God).  
 
Well, I went up there to the altar. I was trembling in the Holy Spirit; ready to talk to God. 
 
I was surrounded by “heat waves” (I saw them like in the desert), it felt like a million 
magnets around me & very powerful.  
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In front of me the sky opened up, unbelievable; it was Heaven. For about 5 seconds I 
saw quartz crystals, shiny stones and a mile up and down– in every direction. I was 
really shook up. I couldn’t believe this & I cried like a baby. 
 
I shook so hard, I cracked the wooden altar; a crack running several feet left and right. 
 
After discussing this event, I met with the Pastor for an hour in his office. According to 
him, I had a “vision” and is very common among churchgoers. The vision is for the 
individual’s “self edification” he said. Nobody else saw it; it was not a group vision. 
 
I was in shock about the event; and according to the Book of Daniel: men shall have 
dreams & visions (relating to Christian events).  
 
So who cares who believes this story? Kevin. 
 
 
 
 
My Brother’s Courage 
 
For a year during the first wave of the pandemic, we talked about the seriousness of it. 
“We could lose each other,” I told him. WE cherished our twin relationship and “took 
care of each other, with more love, patience, understanding and kindness.” I bought his 
favorite foods, I had more money coming in,” due to unemployment benefits.  
 
HIS COURAGE 
 
He had numerous work awards such as: Perfect Attendance & Job Well Done. 
With a bad back and in pain, he was tough as nails; often ignoring his pain and not 
taking a sick day.  
 
I also worked with him; we were both hired as temporaries for the plastics 
manufacturing company (over several years ago). I also had a bad back and only lasted 
a week, and  was hired a couple years later.. However my arthritis was overwhelming 
and I took a job in retail instead. 
 
My brother started on a cane, but was offered a walker by one of the managers. Keith 
couldn’t get to the break room quick enough (and lost time on his break). The solution 
was a “walker” and he went faster with it. 
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They called him, “wheels,” a name we often laughed about. He had bright yellow  
fluorescent tennis balls attached, and he was doing pretty good. Although we both went 
to a chiropractor, we made appointments with physical therapy. But, the pandemic was 
going on & elective patients had to go on a waiting list, for the time being. 
 
Keith had an infection for a year before getting the covid virus. However, we talked to 
doctors and this had no effect with his covid infection. It was cured by the time he had 
covid pneumonia. He had an Ecoli infection related to the bladder. 
 
After 10 months and 10 antibiotics back-to-back, he found a doctor that prescribed 
antibiotics for a longer course of treatment. This finally cured it. Sometimes during a 
bladder infection he “peed” in his pants while at his machine. He couldn’t get to the 
bathroom quick enough. He roughed it out. 
 
If anyone has had a bladder infection (very common) you may not make it to the 
restroom in time & is embarrassing. The burning, have to pee now, and hardship with 
this whole thing only lasts 2 days until antibiotic starts working.  
 
He toughed it out, and said, “maybe will get adult diapers,” but that never happened. He 
had a lot of patience and didn’t care what others thought about the situation. 
 
Keith was a “blue collar worker,” (me too) and any job to pay the bills is what mattered. 
He was proud of his paycheck and contributing his talents to “America.” The big college 
degrees, sure they help– but Keith & I never had to be “big shots,” even though we were 
multiple college degree graduates. In life, fame & fortune is not everyone’s goal.” 
 
 
KEITH’S BIGGEST COURAGE IN LIFE (Covid Pneumonia) 
 
It was my biggest challenge also. I never knew it could get this bad. I know Keith (in 
Heaven) is glad I am writing this book. It’s for us, the community, the world. 
 
On Sunday morning, April 11th, 2021; he had just told me by text, “All good.” He said 
“LUU U,” by text (Love you). It was his official second day in the ICU, his last message 
to me. I lost contact & called the hospital; he was on a ventilator & nobody called me.  
 
Keith had courage because he knew he had troubles (oxygen), faced an uncertain 
future. It was the most serious life event anyone could imagine. He told me, “Covid is 
not a cold.” He went into the unknown with the sedation and the ventilator. 
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We talked about this when the Pandemic started. He said, “If I need air, tell the doctors 
& nurses I want it.” Kevin. 
 
 
 
Big Warm Squirrel Outside 
 
Dear Keith, 
I fed our big warm squirrel outside. It’s about 21 degrees & there is some snow out 
there. He is chewing  his  big exciting meal I left him. He is part of Nature, God & Both 
of us, he is “Family,” as St. Francis of Asissi would say– our Brothers & Sisters (the 
animals). I left him some maple flavored oats & a piece of bread; “Good Boy,” our 
squirrel. Kevin. 
 
 
 
To Mother Nature & God 
 
Thank you for providing these nice friendly creatures that help us in the grieving 
process. Kevin. 
 
 
 
The Weekend With my Brother 
 
Weekends can be difficult without Keith. We would take our walks, go to the library and 
get a good meal. Often, Keith would write poetry & new music for upcoming studio 
sessions. OR, he would write songs for other musicians he knew; collaborating with 
several people in Nashville (and some with Grammy awards)-- just loved doing his 
favorite pastime. Many of our songs have been on different musician websites & 
published. Recently I got 2 albums on 160 digital sites; some make royalties (just 
pennies per song play). It’s not a rag to riches story, but is exciting that his music is still 
leaving a legacy & helping the children (children’s songs are free). 
Kevin. 
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Brother on the Walker 
 
I too was on crutches  
With a bad back 
Frustration and tears 
Surgical fears 
 
And my brother on a walker 
Yellow tennis balls for fun 
Walkin’ with him in the sun 
 
Nobody cut him down 
Tough guys in manufacturing 
Gave him respect 
Keith was a good worker 
(by Kevin Rogers) 
 
 
 
 
Covid Monster 
 
Narrative no rhyme 
I lost my last dime 
Some people did crimes 
Just to stay alive 
 
 
Toilet paper hard to find 
Coffee shops closed 
No daily grind 
Life in the city unkind 
 
Racism, no justice 
Television sickening  
Gunshots 
People smoking legal 
Pot 
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Out of work due to covid 
Mask mandates 
Noah’s spirit and gopher wood 
Jesus hurry up and come home 
And get us 
Take us with you 
 
Scary the mall closed 
With walls and barriers 
To stop the looting 
 
People sick in the ER 
schools on lockdown 
From virus 
And guns again 
People just want  
peace 
 
Hatred at the grocery store 
No six feet social distance 
Some kind some rude 
Just to get their food 
 
Doctors, nurses dying 
Everyone in line 
For a covid test 
This is our last request 
 
Ventilators people breathing 
Plastic and thermometers 
IV poles, rubber gloves 
The smell of hospitals 
Tumors and gallbladders 
 
Vomit stuck inside my mind 
Blood in my mind 
Scabs and diarrhea 
No peace 
Nobody is getting well 
A Devil’s spell 
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Maybe a few got well 
Heaven & Hell 
(by Kevin Rogers) 
 
 
 
 
 
Colossians 3:1-10 
 
If ye then be risen with Christ, seek those things 
Which are above, where Christ sitteth on the 
Right hand of God (v.1). 
 
Set your affection on things above, not on things 
On the earth (v.2). 
 
For ye are dead, and your life is hid with Christ in God (v.3) 
 
When Christ who is our life, shall appear, then shall ye 
Also appear with him in glory (v.4). 
 
Mortify therefore your members which are upon the earth: 
Fornication, uncleanness, inordinate affection, evil concupiscence, 
And covetousness, which is idolatry (v.5). 
 
For which things’ sake the wrath of god cometh on the 
Children of disobedience: (v.6). 
 
In the which ye also walked some time, when ye lived in them (v.7). 
 
But now ye also put off all these: anger, wrath, malice, blasphemy, 
Filthy communication out of your mouth (v.8). 
 
Lie not one to another, seeking that ye have put off the 
Old man with his deeds (v.9). 
 
And have put on the new man, which is renewed in knowledge 
After the image of him that created him (v.10). 
(public domain KJV Bible) 
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Your Guitar in the Bedroom 
 
Keith:  your guitar is in the bedroom silent, but it is not. I put our albums on the digital 
sites with help from a friend & love I send. I know how you prayed to the night sky; 
which I always look up to.  
 
I know you want everything to be normal, so do I. I didn’t know life could become this 
darling twin brother. We both lost (I lost you, and you lost me). We are only apart for a 
season like we talked about. 
 
Death is only temporary, then you go to Heaven.  
 
Like I wrote all the time, “Ocean to Ocean,” we may someday be separated, from ocean 
to ocean but God will reunite us. He is not cruel. We go through nature’s steps, health-
sickness-recovery-death; like you said, “We can’t control it.” 
 
When I die, I will come to you darling escorted by angels. God will see it through. We 
can eat pizza together on the banks of Heaven’s golden shores. And we will laugh and 
hold hands as children darling. 
 
Your guitar is not silent. (Kevin). 
 
 
 
 
The Moon & God Talked to Me 
 
I had texted the Pastor and acknowledged the full beautiful moon. It got my attention 5 
times last night. So bright I looked out the window & the driveway where you used to 
walk. 
 
Every angle the moon poked its head through the blinds and different angles. God let 
me know you are O.K. (Kevin) 
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Twinless Twins International Support Group 
 
Keith: I joined an organization where they have members that lost a twin. I have the 
founder’s book & he is Christian like us. He got doctorate degrees like us. He is a twin 
loss expert. Maybe you already met him, in Heaven. (Kevin) 
 
 
 
I am Getting Into Music 
 
Keith: I am getting into the Pastor’s music; he recorded with some famous global known 
musicians. I am following Burl Ives too, he did children’s music with colorful animals on 
the record covers. I am studying Bob Dylan (since we are harmonica players) & Pete 
Seeger, and Arlo Gutrie. You talked about Arlo before. (Kevin) 
 
 
 
I Saw You Degrees 
 
Your stuff is O.K. I am cherishing it & taking care of it. I have your art pictures and all 
that. I moved some of your clothes into the car trunk because somebody brought bed 
bugs into this place. 
 
I see your white tennis shoes and it is painful darling, because we walked together 
before & during quarantine. It is you, and I wear your “Boris the Singing Elephant” cap 
night & day. At night I sleep with it. 
 
They had a Memorial Service at your job & planted a tree, right between the buildings 
where you went to train. I often get a coffee and visit our tree darling. Plus I got some 
trees planted in Northern Michigan & Idaho panhandle. Your friend the Counselor Lady, 
she planted some too. I was not there, they informed me too late; 40 people showed up.  
 
The plant manager was there & another guy that got you the walker, everybody was 
crying I heard. They are like family, they even took up a collection in two envelopes for 
me.  
 
I saw your degrees, and even found some I didn’t know you completed. I am doing the 
same Bible degrees you did. I found you became an Ordained Minister, maybe you told 
me before; you were so busy with work, education & ministry. I know how beautiful that 
day was, you graduated (while we were in quarantine) & sent me your certificate by 
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email. The nice Community College we both went to Online, so proud of each other. I 
know we were both doing certificates & degrees; something different for “Retirement” 
which we: “Were never going to retire.” (Kevin) 
 
 
 
Cherishing You Till I Come Home to Heaven 
 
Keith: I cherish YOU just like our last year together in the Pandemic. You remember, I 
told you, “We could separate, we could lose each other.” I am following the twin 
director’s advice: 
 

1. Live one day at a time 
2. Find a reason to go on living 
3. Cherish the twin in daily rituals 
4. Do the same tasks & duties as always 
5. Visit the same familiar places we both frequented 
6. Believe in God or a Higher Power 
7. I listen to you sing on the recordings we did 
8. You told me to be strong, be a man & Love You. (Kevin) 

 
 
 
 
 
Mother’s Cats 
 
Mother rocks in her rocking chair 
Not old, but from days of old 
Grandma liked to plant flowers 
And you also met the magical hour 
 
You died of Influenza-Pneumonia 
Mother, 
And your beautiful sons were  
With you at the nursing home 
We held your warm hands 
And then felt you leave 
To Heaven 
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Our cats 
Mother, were nice 
You took care of: 
Tiger, Puss, Goldspot & Fang 
Probably 30 all together 
Outside the barn 
 
You wrote poetry 
With cats on your lap 
One yawning from a bookshelf 
The smell of tuna 
As they salivated in 
A lustful frenzy 
To swallow chunks 
Of wonderful fish 
(by Kevin Rogers) 
 
 
 
 
 
A Daily Nightmare 
 
The worst Hell anyone can face, covid in the hospital. Many died in 
nursing homes flat on their backs; nobody could stop the first wave & 
we have a continual wave (children, toddlers, teens). 
 
They do help you though, “They help me, they save lives,” my brother 
said before going to ICU. But there are the rude & mean nurses that 
begin to hate the patient. I received covid discrimination several times 
for a disease I did not invite. We did not have vaccinations yet, the 
dole of it going into the community. We were on the last distribution 
(as official hierarchy of health care down to healthy adults) schedule. 
By the time it was ready (vaccinations) the landlord said, “We got 
positive covid in the building.” We wanted the vaccination, we were 
scared. 
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Then misinformation and blame, I was blamed for having covid by 2 
ladies I talked to at a coffee shop. You have to stay strong & better to 
walk away. A lot of people are troublemakers and have nothing good 
in their lives. They even may hate themselves, watching all the 
negative news all day to jump on someone with their crappy baggage. 
 
It’s hard to stay strong sometimes, a daily battle. Kevin. 
 
 
 
 
 
Confess Your Sins, be CLEAN: 
 
(1 John 6-10) says… 
 
(v.6) If we say  that we have fellowship with him, and walk in darkness, we lie and do 
not the truth: 
 
(v.7) But if we walk in the light, as he is in the light, we have fellowship one with another, 
and the blood of Jesus Christ his Son cleanseth us from all sin. 
 
(v.8) If we say that we have no sin, we deceive ourselves, and the truth is not in us. 
 
(v.9) If we confess our sins, he is faithful and just to forgive us our sins, and to cleanse 
us  
from all unrighteousness. 
 
(v.10) If we say that we have not sinned, we make him a liar, and his word is not in us. 
Kevin. 
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On the Pond 
 
There is a pond we went to 
Long time ago 
Before the world got bad 
Before everybody got sad 
Metallic fish like minnows 
Hundreds in schools 
Below the water’s surface 
A new spring birth 
So lively, there they go 
Sunshine in rays, on an angle 
Tiny fins, little heads & eye buttons 
Doing nature’s job 
In a world so shod 
(by Kevin Rogers) 
 
 
 
 
Pizza in the Car 
 
Pizza in the car 
Best by far 
Onions, pepperoni 
Anchovies sometimes 
Green peppers 
Veggie or meat 
A heck of a treat 
Parked in the driveway 
Keith got off work at 11p.m. 
2nd shift again 
Our little getaway 
Our hideaway 
Steam on the windows 
A heck of a treat 
Just 
Can’t be beat 
I have some crusts 
Here, you get one 
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& I will take yours 
Good good food 
Now they fall asleep in the car 
In the driveway 
Everything is O.K. 
Worked an easy day 
Holding hands like children 
In the car  
Outbursts of laughing 
I love you dumpling 
I love you darling 
(by Kevin Rogers) 
 
 
 
 
More Fat Sparrows 
 
More fat sparrows 
In the snowy day 
Steam coming from 
Their jaws 
Bellies on ‘em 
Fat sparrows 
A flock in a bush 
Beautiful 
(by Kevin Rogers) 
 
 
 
 
Country Born 
 
Blue denim genes all my life 
Just never had time for a wife 
Tractor pushin’ out the corn 
Tis’ the season to be born 
 
99 Pit Bulls on 
The front porch swing 
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Headed to Nashville in the early morn’ 
Coffee black as coal 
Randy Travis in my soul 
 
Vinyl junkies, CD monkeys 
MP3s, bed bugs & fleas 
Hardship haven 
Nobody stoppin’ me 
 
CHORUS 
I’m country born 
I’m country born 
My soul ain’t torn 
Dolly Parton & Kenny Rogers 
They country sworn 
 
Even the scarecrow got  
Fire in his eyes 
Grandma bakin’ apple pies 
Can’t take the country 
Out of this man 
Red, white &  blue  
American Bandstand 
 
Well the sweat pours 24/7 
The tractor a mean old oxen 
Tornado a comin’ 
Better get inside 
Spark plug wires & bald tires 
Weekend is here 
My fire a hummin’  
 
I’m country born 
I’m country born 
My soul ain’t worn 
Johnny Cash, Itty Bitty 
& Nitty Gritty 
They country sworn 
 
99 Pit Bulls on the 
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Record producer’s lap 
All my babies need a nap 
They all sweet as honey 
Their inner puppy 
Is soft & creamy 
 
Finally got the record deal 
Headed back home 
For a home cooked meal 
This is what life’s about 
Maybe this is what Heaven’s like 
Finally found me a wife 
 
I’m country born 
I’m country born 
I’ve got blue denim genes 
And hillbilly DNA 
Baby let’s just 
Keep it that way 
(by Kevin Rogers) 
 
 
 
 
Bluegrass Revelation 
 
On a sweet autumn eve as trumpets grieved 
Slippery maples swayed to the banjo rain 
“All aboard” the conductor sang 
Relying for peace on the glory train 
And the bluegrass revelation came 
 
The long clang-clang of the caboose did ring 
Sleepy morphine eyes dreamed of rainbow cane 
And twelve stallions did glitter 
The mountain streams catfish wither 
And the bluegrass revelation came 
 
Angels on the hills Jesus on the mountain 
Cast the skies towards holy water 
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And came thunder, sparks on the moon 
Pink flamingo dawn, the tides died down 
And the bluegrass revelation came 
 
Oh what a day oh what a night 
Music of dixie in the neon light 
A gospel chorus flowed like ocean grave 
And the choir danced with pants of fire 
And the bluegrass revelation came 
 
Keith Whitley, Vince Gill, Roseanne Cash 
What a thrill, and the mandolin gave birth to a funky quill 
Lilac blossoms and a white church steeple 
Took me to Mammas grave 
Her beautiful heart I just craved 
And the bluegrass revelation came 
 
And the frisky willows chirped with 
A billion crickets under the tar black dirt 
Milky way and comet shower 
The tears on my cheeks let me know god was there 
And I believed and took the seed 
And the bluegrass revelation came 
(by Keith Rogers) 
 
 
 
 
Velvet Rain 
 
God opened the Heaven’s  
Amongst the polka dot ducks 
And barnacles 
Noah fell asleep in a lion’s lap 
A Heavenly nap 
 
Velvet rain came down 
But in soothing rhythm 
As two elephants 
Said “I love you” 
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Before squandering 
Between a pumpkin patch 
 
Boris the yellow finch  
Scratched his little head 
Said a prayer 
And his little beady eyes 
Blinked 
 
Velvet rain came down 
And Noah was not afraid 
A rainbow came 
The last day it rained 
(by Kevin Rogers) 
 
 
 
 
 
PRAYER for COVID RECOVERY 
 
Heavenly Father, 
It has not been easy 
As your children have suffered 
We lost our brothers & sisters 
Mothers & fathers & toddlers 
Doctors & nurses & first responders 
Grocery workers without masks 
In the first wave to the grave 
We need your mercy & grace 
Lovingkindness  
Please show us the way 
Amen. Kevin 
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Jesus in the Stars 
 
Some nights I look up praying, gazing 
At mother nature’s wonder, amazing 
Stars scattered like beach pebbles 
White pearls twinkling 
Against a tarry sky and velvet moon 
Jesus in the stars 
I know you’re up there 
Heaven awaits with your golden mansions 
You tip toe on clouds 
With angelic halos 
 
And I stare at comet showers 
And falling stars 
I can almost touch them 
Saying my prayers watching them drop like gulls 
Jesus in the stars 
 
And the universe so vast and soothing 
A quiet calm I know 
Sleep comes easy 
Peaceful like a quiet snow 
 
Jesus in the stars 
Harps and church bells 
And gospel music thrills 
Mandolins and fiddles 
Guitars and poetry riddles 
 
And the lighthouse shines 
Jesus in the stars 
He comforts me 
From high as mars 
Looking down 
I sing my prayers 
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Jesus in the stars 
He has walked on water 
He is the living water 
Fills the meadows and petunias 
And lilacs he is messiah 
Jesus in the stars 
 
And the big dipper glows 
His paintbrush I know 
His art like van gogh 
Creates a heavenly snow 
Of dreamy constellations 
 
Jesus in the stars 
Jesus in the stars 
I praise my lord 
Jesus in the stars (by Keith Rogers) 
 
 


